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Cable Protection Boot    

Description
The FieldSmart Cable Protection Boot is a dark gray, vacuum-formed plastic, one piece boot that is attached 
to the pole and designed to provide additional cable protection where the cables enter/exit the pole mount 
cabinet.  Designed to work in conjunction with a standard 2” U-Channell, it provides additional security 
and encases all incoming cables and conduit. Designed to fit any Clearfield pole mount FDH Cabinet, the 
FieldSmart Cable Protection Boot provides additional security and aesthetic appeal by encasing the incoming 
and outgoing fiber or conduit between the cabinet and the pole. 

Pre-Configured Part Numbers
Part Number Description
014681 Pole Mount Protection Boot

Riser Kits    

Description
Specifically designed for FieldSmart Cabinets, these kits can be installed onto 
existing risers (included with each cabinet).  Risers are available in 4” or 12”. All 12” 
Riser Kits include an access panel, allowing for easy access to cable entrance area 
underneath the cabinet.

These riser kits can be stacked, allowing the cabinet to be raised to the required 
height depending on the individual application requirements.  Each kit includes the 
riser and mounting bolt kit.

Pre-Configured Part Numbers

Riser Kits FDH 144, 288 PON,  
432 CC or HCC FDH 432 PON FDH 576 PON, 864 CC 864 PON FDH FDH 1152 PON, 1728 

CC

4” 012873 014370 012875 020892 012875
12” 012874 014371 012876 020893 012876

12” with Ground Box 012874-G 014371-G 012876-G 020893-G 012876-G

Accessories  __________________________________________________________________
FieldSmart® Fiber Distribution Hub (FDH)

Cabinet Protective Vent   
Description
Harsh or changing environmental conditions cause seals to fail and allow contaminants to damage sensitive 
electronics. GORE® Protective Vents effectively equalize pressure and reduce condensation in sealed 
nclosures, while keeping out solid and liquid contaminants. They improve safety, reliability and service life of 
outdoor electronic devices.

Pre-Configured Part Numbers
Part Number Description
020800 Vent, Cabinet, M32 X 1.5


